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MC Cable Installation Continues to Improve with Advances in 
Materials and Fittings

As the use of Metal Clad Cable grows, 

contractors are demanding better materials, 

components and suppliers to take its benefits to 

the next level – at lightning speed.  The use of 

MC Cable, over traditional conduit, has slowly 

increased in the US over the past 10 years. But 

that’s about to change. Electrical contractors 

everywhere, in every industry, are discovering 

how much faster and more cost effective they 

can get jobs done using metal clad cable and 

fittings. Add simplified ordering and delivery to 

the equation and you get the best way to streamline installation of industrial electrical systems. 

Every day, more and more professional electrical contractors make the switch to MC Cable and 

Connectors. They consistently win more bids and get more work done!

Market Conditions Demand New Solutions

With the rising cost of materials and labor, and falling demand for new construction, electrical 

contractors are forced to be ultra-competitive in their bids, with little margin for error. The need 

to calculate every penny of cost and minute of time correctly is paramount to winning bids while 

remaining profitable.  

We see this trend magnified in commercial construction, as non-residential construction rates 

have fallen drastically over the past 5 years. There are fewer jobs and greater competition, 

forcing contractors to deliver better quality work, faster installation and lower bids just to stay in 

business. 
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During this construction market decline the use of MC Cable has risen because it allows 

contractors to be much more efficient with time and materials. Changing to MC Cable has been 

one of the big factors that helps contractors win more bids and get more work done, even with 

the market decrease.  

Prefabricated Construction Components are on the Rise

One of the top growing trends in construction 

is prefabrication. From structural to electrical 

components, prefab construction streamlines 

supply chain management and makes field 

installation more efficient in all aspects. 

Although modular structural components are 

the most common when referring to prefab 

construction, the same concept can be applied 

to electrical components. 

Reprinted from http://www.census.gov/construction/c30/c30index.html
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MC Cable is a prime example of prefabricated electrical components. Instead of separately 

shipping and assembling traditional pipe and wire, MC Cable is ready to install as soon as it 

arrives to the jobsite. 

Prefabricated metal clad cables arrive in one shipment, on an easy-to-use reel which simply 

needs to be cut to size only once. It is easily moved to the jobsite and ready to go! 

The simplified shipping of MC Cable and fittings add up to half of the cost-benefit equation. 

There is no need to pay for, and wait for delivery of a dozen components like pipe, wire, fittings, 

seals, etc. You place fewer orders, from less suppliers and incur lower shipping charges. The 

whole procurement, delivery and assembly process is simplified. 

In addition, with MC Cable, there is substantially less waste. With only one cable to measure and 

cut, there are fewer left-over pieces to discard. That saves you money too!

Contractors across the country are switching to prefabricated construction models in many ways, 

with ConstructionDataCompany.com listing it as the #2 trend in construction in their January 

2014 article in Construction News. They elaborate, saying “all of the building components can be 

integrated into the construction". Read the full article “Top Five Commercial Construction  

Trends in 2014" >

Updated NEC Regulations make it Possible

NEC regulation changes in 2002 have made this revolution possible, with expanded uses that 

are still not common standard practice. Applications such as feeders and branch circuits, direct 

buried and wet locations can all incorporate MC Cable and adhere to NEC standards. 

The NEC supports the use of MC Cable and Connectors in the following applications:

• Services, feeders and branch circuits

• Power, lighting, control and signal circuits

• Indoors and outdoors
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• Exposed or concealed

• Direct buried (where identified for such use)

• Cable trays

• Raceways

• Open cable runs

• Aerial cable on a messenger

• Some hazardous locations 

• Dry, embedded locations such as plaster or masonry

• Wet locations where insulated conductors are listed

Additional details can be found in this article from Electrical Contractor.com titled  

‘Review Metal-Clad Cable Requirements’  >

NEC changes have expanded the use of MC Cable in many 
industrial applications.

Top 5 industries with most growth in Metal Clad Cable*

1. Water & Wastewater treatment, especially for pumps and pump motors

2. Mining

3. Pulp & Paper Processing

4. Oil & Gas

5. Petrochem & Power Generation 

Any application with a demand for high-capacity power is also a great candidate for MC Cable 

because they deliver maximum power, high-reliability and flexible installation. 
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Because of this, metal-clad cable is also seeing its use increase in plants that generate their own 

power, such as:

• Factories

• Power substations

• Automotive

• Plastics

*Remke Industries, based on product sales trends in past 5 years

Improved Materials and Design of MC Cables

With acceptable use of MC Cable expanded to new applications, there are new environmental 

concerns that apply. With all of the different areas that can use MC Cable, each can be 

addressed by choosing the right materials. 

Advances in materials, configurations and options have made MC Cable more efficient to install 

and increased its reliability. 

• Colored armor for easy cable identification

• Additional sizes and configurations for large and small projects

TYPES OF MC CABLE APPLICATIONS AND OPTIONS

Application Stainless Steel Galvanized 
Steel Aluminum PVC Jacketed 

Steel
PVC Jacketed 

Aluminum

Wet X X

Dry X X X

Hot/Cold X X X

Chemical X X X

Buried X

Submersed X X

Encased X X
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• PVC Coatings are thinner and more flexible

• Thinner cable for additional flexibility

• Lighter-weight armor, including lightweight steel and aluminum

• Reduced handling and transportation costs

Materials for MC Cable Fittings 

Traditional aluminum metal-clad cable 

connectors are ideal for locations that are 

dry, indoors and don’t experience harsh 

temperatures or extreme changes in 

temperature. It is used in of the vast majority 

of applications. 

Nickel-plated aluminum MC fittings have 

additional corrosion-resistance without the 

high cost of stainless steel, but may not be 

suitable for ultra-corrosive environments. 

For highly-corrosive environments, Stainless Steel MC Cable and Fittings are typically required. 

Because they can withstand harsh elements over a longer period of time, and even stand up to 

corrosive chemicals, Stainless Steel MC Cable is ideal. 

With the expansion of NEC Regulations, MC Cable can now be used in wet applications, 

embedded locations, indoors and outdoors, hot and cold temperatures. All of these 

environments demand the right Stainless Steel cable and fittings. 

Coal mines, oil & gas facilities, chemical plants and marine applications have all seen great 

benefit by adapting to MC Cable and connectors during new construction or when replacing 

aging electrical systems. 

Temporary feeds are one of the areas where MC Cable and fittings are a lightning-speed 

lifesaver for contractors. The simplicity of shipping and delivery, plus quick installation make it 

ideal for getting everything powered up immediately. 
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The Right Components Save Time

MC Cable Components 

Using the correct components for each job is a major part of the equation to being efficient and 

profitable. This was partially covered above with regards to materials, but it goes beyond that. 

MC Cable Installation 

This chart illustrates the steps need for installation of conduit vs. MC Cable. There are, on 

average, 9 LESS STEPS needed. Plus, less equipment, less time and less energy! That 

equates to roughly 50% savings on total installation cost, on top of the money and time saved 

with simplified ordering and faster deliver. 

*Depending on job conditions and cable size, pulling equipment may or may not be required with MC.  
Reprinted with permission. The Electrical Distributor, June 2005

MC CABLE INSTALLATION

Installation Steps Steps required with 
conductor/conduit Steps required with MC

Receive conduit at job site 1

Break down bundles of conduit and transport to work 
area 2

Install conduit (junction boxes, fittings, elbows, etc.) 3

Remove shipping trash, scrap conduit, etc. 4

Receive cable at job site 5 1

Transport cable from storage to work area 6 2

Vacuum conduit and pull string 7

Install pull rope 8

Set up cable reels 9 3

Set up cable pulling equipment* 10

Pull cable 11 4

Lubricate cable while being pulled 12

Transport vacuum, pull string & pulling equipment & 
repeat steps 7, 8, 9, 10 & 11 13

Clean up (cable NRs, scrap, cable, etc.) 14 5
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Save Time and Money with MC. 

See how MC cable installation requires fewer than half the steps of pipe and wire installation.

The right materials give you reliability, safety and code compliance. Selecting the right cable is 

also important. There are many suppliers and options. 

Whether you’re using steel or aluminum, the sizes and cable configurations will vary from job to 

job. 

The most common MC Cable specs include:

• Sizes: 1/2" – 4"

• Max voltage of 600V

• Choice of copper or aluminum grounds

• Choice of insulated conductors

• Temperature ratings of 30°C ambient, wet-dry 90° C

• UL, CSA, NEC, NEMA ratings

MC Connectors & Fittings 

The second way to reduce cost and increase time-savings is by using the right MC Cable 

Connectors.

Typical MC Fittings require several steps in order to terminate the connection. First, you need 

to disassemble the connector, including the armor stop, spring for grounding, a bushing or 

grommet, a compression ring for the grommet, and the ring that sits below the spring. 

Once you have it all taken apart, you reassemble all the parts of the connector over the metal 

clad cable, in the right order. 

That’s a lot of work. 

Plus, there is the additional risk of losing one of the tiny pieces in the process. If something drops 

and disappears, the whole connector is useless and the whole process needs to start over with 
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a new connector. That costs money. Not to mention the time and frustration of looking for that 

one piece. 

There is a better way!

One of the major advances in MC connectors over the past 5 years is the one-piece fitting. 

The single-step MC Fitting requires no disassembly, you simply slide it over the MC Cable ends, 

hand-tighten and then wrench-tighten easily to engage the downward compression ring that 

delivers uniform compression for the fitting.

In addition to the ease of installation, the one-piece MC Connector has a built-in ground that 

provides 360° strain relief for the connection and an environmental seal that meets CSA 

requirements.  

Click for more information on Remke’s one-piece MC Cable Connector.

Fewer Tools Required 

For cutting and installing MC Cable and proper fittings, fewer tools are also needed. As you can 

see in the chart above, there are many more steps to installing conduit, and most require tools 

specific to each step. 

When you need to watch every penny spent on every job, and be conscious of every cost of 

doing business, tools are a big chunk over the long-term. They need to be a factor in overall 

spending. A smaller tool budget means more profit in your pocket! 

Finding the Right, Reliable Supplier

There are many manufacturers, suppliers and distributors of MC Cable and fittings across the 

USA. You always have the choice to shop around. 

The right supplier can make or break a job, whether it’s the cost of materials, on-time delivery 

or shipping charges, it all comes down to getting exactly what you need, when you need it, at a 

reasonable cost. 
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Bottom Line: MC Cable and Fittings Improve Yours

When all factors are evaluated, Metal Clad Cable and Connectors are the right choice for many 

applications, in many industries. 

MC Cable delivers:

• Easier procurement

• Cost-effective shipping

• Simplified delivery

• Streamlined installation

• Fewer man-hours

• Less waste

• Faster project turn-around

• More time to do more work

Contractors who have made the switch to MC Cable and 
Connectors consistently win more jobs and get more done!

TOP MANUFACTURERS OF MC CABLE FITTINGS AND THEIR PRODUCT OPTIONS 
Number of stock sizes available as listed by manufacturer in 2014 catalog.

Type of 
MC Cable Fitting

Remke  
PowR-Teck Series

Crouse Hinds 
TMC Series

Thomas & Betts  
Star Teck Series

Appleton 
TMC Series

Standard  Aluminum 29 10 26 19

Standard  
Nickel-Plated 20 10 0 13

Standard Stainless 
Steel 29 0 15 13

All brand names are property of their respective company.


